
A LITERARY ANALYSIS OF GILGAMESH AND AKKA THE ANCIENT

SUMERIAN POEM

Gilgamesh â€“ More Than Just A King In the ancient Sumerian poem, Gilgamesh and Akka, which is supposedly dated
from the Early Dynastic II times, there was a .

Content of the standard version tablets[ edit ] This summary is based on Andrew George 's translation. On his
travels in search of the secret of everlasting life, Gilgamesh meets a scorpion man and later a divine female
tavern keeper who tries to dissuade him from continuing his search. Hundreds of years later, toward the end of
the second millennium B. In a second dream, however, he sees himself being taken captive to the Netherworld
by a terrifying Angel of Death. Central to the whole cycle is the motif or structural element of the three
challenges; the king of Aratta offers three riddles for his Uruk counterpart to solve, involving the symbolic
elements of grain, scepter, and a champion Vanstiphout  Decontextualized and set out sequentially on
consecutive pages in a modern book they appear as a synchronic cycle, but the evidence from antiquity
undermines this picture. Of all the narratives under consideration here, the Lugalbanda poems are by far the
most elaborated and complex. To his left, a beardless figure pins down the monster's arm, pulls his hair, and is
about to pierce his neck with a knife. The Matter of Aratta was discarded, and only Gilgamesh remained â€”
an ancient warrior king who struggled with destiny and the significance of historical memory. While they
share much, if not all of the underlying structure of the Enmerkar poems, the intricate, unpredictable plot line,
difficult symbolic elements, and the movements back and forth between mundane and transcendent orders are
unique. Shamash makes a crack in the earth, and Enkidu's ghost jumps out of it. A goddess who was
wandering among the banks seized the swaying tree And -- at the behest of Anu and Enlil -- brought it to
Inanna's garden in Uruk. Sippar tablet[ edit ] Partially overlapping the standard version tablets IXâ€”X.
Ur-Namma reigned only 18 years, although his short reign was rich in accom- plishments, as he successfully
coerced the city-states of Mesopotamia to accede to centralized control and evicted Iranian occupations from
both the south and north of the land. Building a boxlike ark in the shape of a cube, Uta-napishtim, the
Babylonian creation myths, took on board his possessions, his riches, his family members, craftsmen, and
creatures of the earth. The full implications of this situation have not been consistently analyzed, and our
modern editions of cuneiform poetry are constructed in a manner that would best fit a fully written manuscript
tradition. Gilgamesh is described as being both two-thirds god and one-third man, and two-thirds man and
one-third god but ultimately is destined to same fate as ordinary men. Very few literary texts have survived
from the time of these two periods of polit- ical centralization. Katz, Diana. One noteworthy tale was sung in
Akkadian rather than in Sumerian. When, outside of Nippur, in some unknown parts of Babylonia, poets
began to write about the great hero in the Akkadian language, it was precisely this episode that was related
time and again. The final and most popular version was produced somewhere between and B. The protagonists
remained the same, and some of the narrative themes were repeated, albeit with very different subtexts and
semantic reference, but the poem was deracinated and instilled with new meaning. In the first poem it is
Ensuhkeshdana, king of Aratta, who issues the challenge and demands the surrender of Uruk; in the second
one it is Enmerkar, ruler of Uruk, who insists on the submission of the Iranian city, but the nature of the
contest is determined by the ruler of Aratta. Among his feats are killing wild bulls and chopping down cedar
trees in what is now Lebanon. Some of the names of the main characters in these poems differ slightly from
later Akkadian names; for example, "Bilgamesh" is written instead of "Gilgamesh", and there are some
differences in the underlying stories such as the fact that Enkidu is Gilgamesh's servant in the Sumerian
version: The lord to the Living One's Mountain and Ho, hurrah! After riding out the storm, he and his wife
were granted immortality and settled on the island far from civilization. Towards the end he becomes
consumed with him searching for a plant that will bring eternal life. The gods retaliate by causing Enkidu to
fall ill and die. Utnapishtim reprimands him, declaring that fighting the common fate of humans is futile and
diminishes life's joys. Gilgamesh, two-thirds god and one-third man, is oppressing his people, who cry out to
the gods for help. The city of Uruk celebrates, but Enkidu has an ominous dream about his future failure. No
longer animal-like, he now possesses wisdom "like a god," a distinguishing characteristic of humans. The new
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version of the epic explains that Gilgamesh, although he is king of Uruk, acts as an arrogant, impulsive, and
irresponsible ruler. Quint, David. He found and translated the tablets which contained the epic and told the
story of the cleansing flood. Long after divine kingship had lost its appeal, it was reconstructed to bring to the
fore more universal themes, was reconfigured in a new literary language â€” Babylonian â€” and survived, in
successive versions for more than a millennium and a half, longer than any other composition from the ancient
Near Eastern world. The Akka story, like the unique tale of the death of the hero, was also not incorporated
into the late grand epic.


